Generalized iterative most likely oriented-point (G-IMLOP) registration.
The need to align multiple representations of anatomy is a problem frequently encountered in clinical applications. A new algorithm for feature-based registration is presented that solves this problem by aligning both position and orientation information of the shapes being registered. The iterative most likely oriented-point (IMLOP) algorithm and its generalization (G-IMLOP) to the anisotropic noise case are described. These algorithms may be understood as probabilistic variants of the popular iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm. A probabilistic model provides the framework, wherein both position information and orientation information are simultaneously optimized. Like ICP, the proposed algorithms iterate between correspondence and registration subphases. Efficient and optimal solutions are presented for implementing each subphase of the proposed methods. Experiments based on human femur data demonstrate that the IMLOP and G-IMLOP algorithms provide a strong accuracy advantage over ICP, with G-IMLOP providing additional accuracy improvement over IMLOP for registering data characterized by anisotropic noise. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms have increased ability to robustly identify an accurate versus inaccurate registration result. The IMLOP and G-IMLOP algorithms provide a cohesive framework for incorporating orientation data into the registration problem, thereby enabling improvement in accuracy as well as increased confidence in the quality of registration outcomes. For shape data having anisotropic uncertainty in position and/or orientation, the anisotropic noise model of G-IMLOP enables further gains in registration accuracy to be achieved.